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Abstract

Ancient writers, including Socrates and the Upanishads, argued that sibilants are associated

with the notions of wind, air and sky. From modern perspectives, these statements can be un-

derstood as an assertion about sound symbolism, systematic connections between sounds and

meanings. Inspired by these writers, this paper reports on an experiment which tests a sound

symbolic value of sibilants. The experiment is a case study situated within the Pokémonastics

research paradigm, in which researchers explore the sound symbolic patterns in natural lan-

guages using Pokémon names. The current experiment shows that when presented with pairs

of a flying type Pokémon character and a normal type Pokémon character, Japanese speakers

are more likely to associate the flying type Pokémons with names that contain sibilants than

those names that do not contain sibilants. As was pointed out by Socrates, the sound symbolic

connection identified in the experiment is likely to be grounded in the articulatory properties of

sibilants—the large amount of oral airflow that accompanies the production of sibilants. Var-

ious implications of the current experiment for the sound symbolism research are discussed

throughout the paper.

∗We are grateful to Kimi Akita, Ola Ćwiek, Donna Erickson, Susanne Fuchs and two anonymous reviewers for
their comments on previous versions of this paper and/or helpful discussions on some of the issues that are addressed
in the paper. This research is supported by the JSPS grant #17K13448. All remaining errors are ours.
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1 Introduction

Socrates in Cratylus suggests that [s] (=σ) and [z] (=ζ) are suited for words that represent wind
and vibration, because the production of these sounds accompanies strong breath (427). Like-
wise, the Upanishads, ancient Sanskrit texts, suggests that “[t]he mute consonants represent the
earth, the sibilants the sky, the vowels heaven. The mute consonants represent fire, the sibi-
lants air, the vowels the sun” (Aitareya Aranyaka III.2.6.2., emphasis ours).1 These statements
by the ancient writers concern what we now call “sound symbolism,” in which certain sounds di-
rectly represent certain meanings. The commonly held dictum in modern linguistic theories in the
twentieth century, which is often attributed to Saussure (1916), is that the relationships between
sounds and meanings are fundamentally arbitrary. However, as these ancient writers had already
noticed, systematic relationships between sounds and meanings occur in some environments. For
instance, nonce words containing the low back vowel [a] are often judged to be larger than nonce
words containing the high front vowel [i] by speakers of many languages (Berlin 2006; Jespersen
1922; Newman 1933; Sapir 1929; Shinohara & Kawahara 2016, among others). Another example
is the bouba-kiki effect, in which sounds like [b] and [u] tend to be associated with round ob-
jects, whereas sounds like [k] and [i] tend to be associated with angular objects (D’Onofrio 2014;
Ramachandran & Hubbard 2001). In recent years, the current fields of anthropology, linguistics,
cognitive science and psychology have witnessed a dramatic rise of interests in sound symbolism
(see e.g. Dingemanse et al. 2015, Kawahara 2020a, Lockwood & Dingemanse 2015 and Nuckolls
1999 for recent overviews).

This paper reports on an experiment which demonstrates that the intuitions expressed by
Socrates and the Upanishads were correct, at least to some extent. We draw on a research paradigm
now referred to as “Pokémonastics,” in which researchers explore sound symbolic patterns using
Pokémon names across different languages (Shih et al. 2019). Pokémon is a game series in which
players collect fictional creatures called Pokémon (itself truncation of [poketto monsutaa] ‘pocket
monster’), and let them battle with other Pokémons. It was first released by Nintendo in 1996, and
has now become a very popular game series in many parts of the world. Each Pokémon character
has various attributes, including weight, height, strength parameters, evolution levels and types,
the last of which is the main concern of the paper.

The Pokémonastics research paradigm was initiated by Kawahara et al. (2018), who first
pointed out that some linguistic parameters in the Japanese Pokémon characters’ names, in-
cluding the number of voiced obstruents (=[b], [d], [g], [z]) and the number of moras (=the
basic counting units in Japanese: Otake et al. 1993), are significantly correlated with some
Pokémons’ attributes, such as weight, height, strength parameters and evolution levels. A sim-
ilar analysis has now been extended to the names of existing Pokémon characters in Can-

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_symbolism#theUpanishads (last access, June 2020).
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tonese, English, Korean, Mandarin, and Russian (Shih et al. 2018, 2019). In addition, there
have been several experimental studies which used non-existing Pokémon characters to ex-
plore sound symbolic patterns; the target languages studied so far include Brazilian Portuguese
(Godoy et al. 2019), English (Kawahara & Moore to appear) and Japanese (Kawahara & Kumagai
2019a; Kumagai & Kawahara 2019).

While studies within the Pokémonastics paradigm have been flourishing and revealing inter-
esting sound symbolic patterns in natural languages, one aspect that remains under-explored is
whether Pokémon types can be symbolically represented. Pokémon characters are classified into
different types, such as dragon, electric, fairy, fire, ghost, grass, normal, water, etc. Hosokawa et al.
(2018) was the first attempt to investigate this question, who found that in the existing Japanese
Pokémon names, bilabial consonants, such [p] and [m], are overrepresented in the names of the
fairy type Pokémons, whereas voiced obstruents, such as [d] and [z], are overrepresented in the
names of the dark, poison and ghost type Pokémons (which Hosokawa et al. collectively refer to
as the “villain” type Pokémons).2 The productivity of these sound symbolic patterns was confirmed
by an experimental study with nonce words by Kawahara & Kumagai (2019b).

This question—whether Pokémon types can be symbolically represented—is an interesting
topic of exploration, not just because Pokémon is fun material to study but also because it bears
upon an important question in the studies of sound symbolism in general; namely, what kinds of
semantic dimensions can be cued by sound symbolic patterns. Two semantic dimensions that
have been studied extensively in the literature on sound symbolism so far are size and shape
(Sidhu & Pexman 2018), but currently, we barely understand what other semantic dimensions can
be conveyed via sound symbolism in natural languages (Lockwood & Dingemanse 2015; Spence
2011; Sidhu et al. 2019; Westbury et al. 2018). For example, can freedom or justice be symbol-
ically represented (Lupyan & Winter 2018)? The current study is a modest contribution to this
general debate, inspired by the words of Socrates and the Upanishads.

To this end, we report on an experiment which examined whether sibilants (=coronal frica-
tives, including [s] and [S] in English, for example) can represent the flying type in the Pokémon
world. To the best of our knowledge, sound symbolic values of sibilants have been understudied
in the literature on sound symbolism. Coulter & Coulter (2010) argue that fricatives—a super-
set of sibilants—may be associated with images of smallness in English, due to their high fre-
quency energy. However, their experiment on price discount judgments targeting English speakers
conflated the stop/fricative distinction with the vowel backness distinction, and as such, it is not
clear if their results can be unambiguously attributed to the sound symbolic values of fricatives.
Kawahara & Moore (to appear) did not find a substantial difference between stops and fricatives in
terms of how likely they are associated with larger, post-evolution Pokémon characters. In Lahu,

2This initial observation by Hosokawa et al. (2018) is analyzed in further detail by Uno et al. (2020).
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there are many diminutive/affective words that contain sibilants followed by a certain type of diph-
thong (Matisoff 1994). In Japanese mimetic, onomatopoetic words, [s] can mean ‘light touch’ or
‘friction’ (Hamano 1998); e.g. sara-sara ‘lightly touching/smooth.’ Hamano (1998) also contends
that [s] can mean ‘absence of obstruction’ or ‘ease of movement,’ as in sorori ‘walking quietly’ and
suku-suku ‘growing healthy.’ In a study of sound symbolism in general Japanese grammar, Makino
(2007) points out that the suffix [-Cii] ([C]=alveolo-palatal fricative) denotes emotive descriptions.
None of these sound symbolic patterns, however, are directly related to the notion of flying (or sky
or wind, for that matter), as the two aforementioned ancient writers noted.

Given that Socrates pointed out a possible sound symbolic association between sibilants and
wind, and the Upanishads suggests a connection between sibilants on the one hand and sky and
air on the other, perhaps we might observe that Pokémon character names with sibilants are also
associated with the notion of flying.

In addition to bearing on the general question of which semantic dimensions can be represented
via sound symbolism, the current hypothesis is interesting to test for another reason, because it
concerns the question of phonetic grounding of sound symbolism. Many if not all sound symbolic
patterns are based on iconic mapping between the phonetic properties of the sounds at issue and
their meanings (Kawahara 2020a). For example, [a] is often judged to be larger than [i], and this
sound symbolic pattern may hold because the oral aperture is much wider for the production of [a]
than for [i] (Jespersen 1922; Sapir 1929). The intuitions expressed by Socrates and the Upanishads
may likewise be grounded in the fact that the production of sibilants involves a large amount of
oral airflow compared to the other types of sounds, as Socrates noticed (see Mielke 2011 for actual
measurement data of oral airflow using nasometer). If the productivity of the sound symbolism
between sibilants and the notion of flying can be confirmed, we would have yet another plausible
instance of an iconic mapping between meanings and phonetic properties of sounds.

2 Methods

2.1 Task

The current experiment followed the format of the previous Pokémonastics experiments, stud-
ies of sound symbolic effects using Pokémon names (e.g. Kawahara & Kumagai 2019a,b;
Kumagai & Kawahara 2019). Within each trial, a pair of two non-existing Pokémon characters
was presented, together with a pair of nonce names. In the current experiment, visual cues con-
sisted of one flying type Pokémon and one normal type Pokémon (the latter of which do not have
specific outstanding characteristics). An illustrative sample pair of these characters is shown in
Figure 1. Given two name choices, the task for the participants was to choose which name is better
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for the flying type Pokémon character, and which name is better for the normal type Pokémon
character. The pictures of Pokémon were those that were drawn by toto-mame, a digital artist
who draws original Pokémon character.3 The pictures were used with the permission of the artist.
The Pokémon character pictures drawn by toto-mame are not a priori assigned to a particular type.
Hence the third author, who is very familiar with the Pokémon game, chose those characters that
look representative of the flying and normal type characters for this experiment. Most of the flying
type characters were bird-like creatures, while some of them looked like a flying insect. All of
them had wings to make it clear to the participants that they actually fly. In the current experiment,
a flying type Pokémon appeared on the left, whereas a normal type Pokémon appeared on the right,
as in Figure 1.
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1. 同意書

実験対象者の方へ 

この実験は慶應義塾大学川原繁人によって実施されています。本実験の
目的は言語に関するデータを集めることです。この実験に参加するため
には 18 才以上で なくてはなりません。 

本実験は、提示される単語を発音してもらったり、また提示される音を
聞いたり して、それに関して意見を述べてもらうだけのものです。本
実験は、30 分以内 で終わります。 

個人情報とデータの取扱い

本実験は無記名で行われます。あなたの個人情報は記録されません。分
析上あなたのデータは実名に結びつけられること無く処理されます。処
理されたデータはパスワードで保護されたパソコンに保存されます。

実験データは川原研究室のメンバーのみに開示されます。(ただし、法
律によっ て定められている例外を除きます)実験データが出版される場
合、グループの傾 向が主に分析されます。 個人情報は決して公表され
ません。 

実験対象者の権利・実験に参加することによる利益と不利益

本実験はリスクを伴いません。本実験に参加することの直接的な利益は
ありません。ただし、言語の科学的研究に貢献することになります。ま
た実験によっては謝金が支払われる場合があります。(実験者にお問い
合わせください)

本実験への参加は、あなたの自由です。実験の途中でやめたくなった場
合、やめてくださって結構です。また回答したくない質問がある場合、
回答なさらなくて結構です。

問い合わせ、苦情等の連絡先

実験について質問がある場合、実験者にご連絡ください。
(kawahara@icl.keio.ac.jp) 

実験者以外の意見や情報が欲しい場合は以下連絡先にご連絡ください。

〒108-8345

東京都港区三田 2-15-45 慶應義塾大学 言語文化研究所 電話番号:03-

5427-1595 

以上、何かご不明な点がございましたら遠慮なくお尋ねください。本研
究へのご
理解とご協力に深く感謝いたします。

本同意書について 

この同意書は慶應義塾大学言語文化研究所の所内会議によって、2013

年 10 月 1 日に認められました。 

参加同意
クリックして先に進むことで、あなたはこの同意書に同意したと見なさ
れます。
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2. 実験の説明：

この実験では、１つの質問につき、２匹のポケモンが並んで表示されま
す。

*スマホの場合
上側のポケモンは「ひこう」タイプ、下側のポケモンは「ノーマル」タ
イプです。

*パソコンの場合
左側のポケモンは「ひこう」タイプ、右側のポケモンは「ノーマル」タ
イプです。

（「ひこう」タイプは翼をもった飛ぶタイプのポケモンで、「ノーマ
ル」タイプは翼をもたないポケモンです。）

そして、その下に２つの名前が表示されます。これらのポケモンに名前
をつけるとしたら、どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じま
すか？よりふさわしいと思う選択肢を選んでください。

名付けていただくポケモンは全部で１６ペアあります。 全ての問題は
必須ですので、空欄があると次に進めません。

目安として早い方で１０分、じっくり考えても２０分で終わります。

準備はよろしいでしょうか？
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3.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「サレッシャー」、右側(下側)＝「タレッカー」

左側(上側)＝「タレッカー」、右側(下側)＝「サレッシャー」

4.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「サロッシュー」、右側(下側)＝「タロックー」

左側(上側)＝「タロックー」、右側(下側)＝「サロッシュー」

5.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「スラッショー」、右側(下側)＝「トゥラッコー」

左側(上側)＝「トゥラッコー」、右側(下側)＝「スラッショー」

6.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「スレッシュー」、右側(下側)＝「トゥレックー」

左側(上側)＝「トゥレックー」、右側(下側)＝「スレッシュー」

7.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「セリッシャー」、右側(下側)＝「テリッカー」

左側(上側)＝「テリッカー」、右側(下側)＝「セリッシャー」

8.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「セルッシャー」、右側(下側)＝「テルッカー」

左側(上側)＝「テルッカー」、右側(下側)＝「セルッシャー」

9.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「ソロッシャー」、右側(下側)＝「トロッカー」

左側(上側)＝「トロッカー」、右側(下側)＝「ソロッシャー」

10.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「ソレッシュー」、右側(下側)＝「トレックー」

左側(上側)＝「トレックー」、右側(下側)＝「ソレッシュー」

11.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シャレッシー」、右側(下側)＝「カレッティー」

左側(上側)＝「カレッティー」、右側(下側)＝「シャレッシー」

12.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シャロッセー」、右側(下側)＝「カロッテー」

左側(上側)＝「カロッテー」、右側(下側)＝「シャロッセー」

13.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シュラッソー」、右側(下側)＝「クラットー」

左側(上側)＝「クラットー」、右側(下側)＝「シュラッソー」

14.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シュレッセー」、右側(下側)＝「クレッテー」

左側(上側)＝「クレッテー」、右側(下側)＝「シュレッセー」

15.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シレッサー」、右側(下側)＝「ティレッカー」

左側(上側)＝「ティレッカー」、右側(下側)＝「シレッサー」

16.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「シラッサー」、右側(下側)＝「ティラッカー」

左側(上側)＝「ティラッカー」、右側(下側)＝「シラッサー」

17.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「ショロッサー」、右側(下側)＝「コロッター」

左側(上側)＝「コロッター」、右側(下側)＝「ショロッサー」

18.         

 左側(上側) = ひこうタイプ　　右側(下側) = ノーマルタイプ
 

どちらにどちらの名前をつけたほうが自然に感じますか？

*

左側(上側)＝「ショレッセー」、右側(下側)＝「コレッテー」

左側(上側)＝「コレッテー」、右側(下側)＝「ショレッセー」
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19. 第6世代までのポケモン約７２０体の中で、何体くらい名前を言えま
すか？数字を入力してください。
*

 ほとんどす
べて言える

ピカチュー
くらいしか
知らない。

選んでください

20. 第一世代のポケモン１５１体の中で、名前をどのくらい言えます
か？
*

 人生の友で
ある

ほどほどに
遊んだ。
（遊んでい
る）

触ったこと
もない

回答

21. ポケモンでどれくらい実際遊んだことがありますか？（遊びました
か？）
*

22. 日本語母語話者（日本人）ですか？*
はい

いいえ

23. 性別を教えてください。*
男

女

答えたくない

24. 年齢を以下のカテゴリーから選んでください。*
１０代

２０代前半

２０代後半

３０代前半

３０代後半

４０代前半

４０代後半

５０代

６０以上

25. 音象徴を研究したことがありますか？*
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Figure 1: A sample pair of Pokémon pictures used in the experiment. Left = flying type; right =
normal type. Sixteen such pairs were created and used in the experiment. Due to copy right issues,
not all of them can be reproduced in the paper, but they can be made available upon request for the
sake of replication, granted that the artist gives an approval to do so.

2.2 Stimuli

Table 1 lists all the pairs of names used in the experiment. All the names were non-existing
words/names in Japanese. Two types of sibilants were tested in this experiment: [s] and [sh]
(the latter of which is realized as an alveolo-palatal fricative in Japanese, written as [C] in In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet: Vance 2008). We only tested voiceless sibilants, because voiced
sibilants convey other sound symbolic meanings, such as heaviness and evilness, in the Japanese
Pokémon universe and elsewhere in the language (Hosokawa et al. 2018; Kawahara et al. 2018;
Kawahara & Kumagai 2019b; Uno et al. 2020).4 The [s]-condition compared word-initial [s]

3For other pictures of non-existing Pokémons drawn by this artist, see https://t0t0mo.jimdo.com (last
access, June 2020)

4An anonymous reviewer pointed out that it would have been better if we tested that voiced fricatives are indeed
not associated with the notion of flying. We would like to leave this task for future research.
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against word-initial [t], the latter of which is a consonant with the same place of articulation
which minimally differs from [s] in terms of continuency. In this condition, the target words
also contained word-medial [C], whereas the comparison names contained word-medial [k]. In the
[sh]-condition, word-initial [C] was compared against either word-initial [k] or [t]. [k] was gen-
erally used as a comparative baseline with [C], because it is a stop consonant that is produced at
a point further back in the oral cavity (i.e. velar) than [s] or [t]; i.e. [s] and [t] are “front” con-
sonants, whereas [C] and [k] are “back” consonants (Kingston et al. 2011; Mann & Repp 1981).
[t] was used, however, when the use of [k] would have resulted in a real word in Japanese. The
[C]-initial words also contained word-medial [s], which is allophonically produced as [C] before [i]
in Japanese (Vance 2008). To minimize the sound symbolic effects of other consonants possibly
affecting the results, the only non-target consonants which appeared in the stimuli were limited to
[R] in the second syllable, and the vowel quality within each pair was controlled. Each condition
had 8 items. The experiment therefore consisted of 16 trials in total (8 item pairs × 2 conditions).

Table 1: The list of stimuli used in the experiment. [R] represents an alveolar flap. [C] represents a
voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative.

The [s]-condition The [sh]-condition
[saRoCCuu] vs. [taRokkuu] [CaRossee] vs. [kaRottee]
[suRaCCoo] vs. [tuRakkoo] [CuRassoo] vs. [kuRattoo]
[suReCCuu] vs. [tuRekkuu] [CuRessee] vs. [kuRettee]
[seRiCCaa] vs. [teRikkaa] [CiRessaa] vs. [tiRekkaa]
[saReCCaa] vs. [taRekkaa] [CaReCCii] vs. [kaRettii]
[seRuCCaa] vs. [teRukkaa] [CiRassaa] vs. [tiRakkaa]
[soRoCCaa] vs. [toRokkaa] [CoRossaa] vs. [koRottaa]
[soReCCuu] vs. [toRekkuu] [CoRessee] vs. [koRettee]

2.3 Procedure

The experiment was distributed online using SurveyMonkey. All the stimuli were written in the
katakana orthography, the standard way to write nonce words in Japanese. Within each main
trial, the participants were reminded that the pair consists of a flying type Pokémon and a normal
type Pokémon, and they were asked to choose a better name for each type of character. Each
trial used a different pair of characters; i.e. there were 16 pairs of visual stimuli as well. The
order of trials was randomized per each participant. Before the experiment, they read through the
consent form to participate in the web-based experiment. After the experiment, they provided some
demographic information. One of the questions was about how familiar they are with the Pokémon
game, and the participant responded to this question using a 7-point ordinal scale, in which higher
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values corresponded to more familiarity with Pokémon. In this scale, 1 was labeled “I have never
played Pokémon”, 7 was labelled “Pokémon is my life,” and 4 was labelled “so so.” The other
numbers were not labelled. As post-hoc questions, they were asked whether they had studied
sound symbolism before and whether they participated in an experiment in which they named new
Pokémon names, as in the current experiment. The participation in this experiment was completely
voluntary, and there were no particular compensations for participating in this experiment.

2.4 Participants

Initially, the call for participants was circulated on various Social Networking Services and via
word of mouth, which resulted in 69 participants. We excluded those participants who either had
studied sound symbolism before or had participated in a similar Pokémon naming experiment, and
used the data from the remaining 63 participants for the subsequent analysis (26 male, 36 female,
plus 1 who did not identify their gender—the distribution of the age groups is reported in the
Appendix).

Someone later posted the link for the online survey on a website for Pokémon fans,5 and it
was subsequently made into an online blog article, and more than 700 people participated in the
experiment over a single night. Since the latter set would be likely to yield a statistically significant
result due to large N , we analyzed the two datasets separately (henceforth, “the small dataset” and
“the large dataset”). The small dataset is comparable in size with the other previous Pokémonastics
experiments. The large dataset was also analyzed in this paper to confirm the robustness of the
target patterns with a much larger number of participants.

In the large dataset, a total of 791 speakers completed the online experiment. After excluding
those who had studied sound symbolism before or had participated in a Pokémon naming experi-
ment, data from 776 participants entered into the following analysis (573 male, 192 female, plus
11 who did not identify their gender). Again the Appendix reports the distribution of age groups
of the large dataset, as well as the analysis of their possible effects on the sound symbolic effect
under investigation.

2.5 Statistical analyses

The current experiment is, as described above, a two-alternative forced choice experiment. To
statistically analyze the results obtained in this format, we followed the methodology proposed
by Daland et al. (2011), which has advantages over other possible alternatives (see their footnote
5); concretely, each trial was split into two observations, each corresponding to one member of a
stimulus pair. Since each trial consisted of a pair of stimuli, this splitting was necessary to use a

5http://pokemon-matome.net (last access, June 2020).
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linear mixed effects model with items as a random effect. A logistic linear mixed effects model
(Jaeger 2008) was fit with the sound symbolic principle (i.e. sibilant=flying type) as a fixed factor
and participant and item as random factors. The fixed factor was treatment coded. A model with
maximum random structure with both slopes and intercepts was fit first (Barr 2013; Barr et al.
2013). In case the model with the maximum random structure did not converge, a simpler model
with only random intercepts was then fit and interpreted.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows boxplots illustrating the distributions of expected response ratios—in which names
containing sibilants were associated with the flying type—in the small dataset, both by participant
(left) and by item (right). The grand averages are shown as white dots. The grey bars around the
grand averages show the 95% confidence intervals. The grand averages in this dataset are 0.80 and
0.69, respectively. The linear mixed effects logistic regression shows that the [s]-condition showed
an average response that is significantly higher than the chance level (β = 2.22, s.e. = 0.15, z =

15.21, p < .001).6 The [sh]-condition also showed an average response that is significantly higher
than the chance level (β = 2.72, s.e. = 0.42, z = 6.48, p < .001).
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Figure 2: Boxplots illustrating the distributions of expected response ratios (the small dataset), by
participant (left) and by item (right). The white circles represent the grand averages. The grey bars
around the white circles represent the 95% confidence intervals around these averages.

6The model with random subject slopes did not converge, so we interpreted a model with random intercepts for
subjects only, along with random intercepts and slopes for items.
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Figure 3 shows boxplots illustrating the distribution of expected response ratios in the large
dataset. The grand averages for the large group dataset are 0.75 and 0.59, respectively. The
mixed effects logistic regression shows that both the [s]-condition and the [sh]-condition exhibit
expected response ratios which are significantly above the chance level (β = 1.86, s.e. = 0.14, z =

13.12, p < .001 and β = 1.79, s.e. = 0.11, z = 15.51, p < .001, respectively).
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Figure 3: Boxplots illustrating the distributions of expected response ratios (the large dataset). Left
= by participant; right = by item. The 95% confidence intervals of the left figure (the by-participant
analysis) are tiny due to large N (=776).

A post-inspection of the boxplots in Figures 2 and 3 shows that names with initial [s] may have
induced more flying responses than those with initial [C]. To access this observation statistically,
we included the interaction between the sound symbolic principle and the [s] vs. [C] difference in
our models. The results show that this interaction term is not significant in either data set (the small
dataset: β = 0.13, s.e. = 0.20, z = 0.61, n.s.; the large dataset: β = −0.004, s.e. = 0.05, z =

−0.08, n.s., respectively), possibly due to fairly large variability across items in the [sh]-condition.

4 Discussion

The current experiment shows that Japanese speakers are more likely to associate the flying type
Pokémon characters with names that contain sibilants than those names that do not contain sibi-
lants.7 This result is likely to be due to the sound symbolic association between sibilants and the

7As an anonymous reviewer reminded us, the current methodology (i.e. a two-alternative forced choice task),
although it is widely used in studies on sound symbolism, has its limits in that there remain alternative possibilities
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notion of flying, an association that is very similar to what Socrates and the Upanishads identi-
fied in their writings. The sound symbolic association is gradient rather than deterministic, as is
usually the case for other sound symbolic connections (Dingemanse 2018; Kawahara et al. 2019),
although inspection of the boxplots shows that there were participants who always chose names
with sibilants for the flying type Pokémons.

One natural question that arises from this experimental result is whether sibilants are overrep-
resented in the flying type of Pokémon characters in the existing set of Japanese Pokémon names.
To address this question, we counted the total numbers of consonants as well as the number of
voiceless sibilants in the flying type Pokémons and normal type Pokémons. The results are shown
in Table 2. There are not many voiceless sibilants in the first place, and no significant differences
were found between the two types of Pokémon characters (χ2(1) = 0.326, n.s). We also counted
the number of those characters whose names contain voiceless sibilants in both the flying type
characters and normal type characters. The results appear in Table 3, which again shows that there
are no substantial differences between the two types (χ2(1) = 0.41, n.s).

Table 2: The distributions of voiceless sibilants and other consonants in the names of the flying
type characters and normal type characters in Japanese. The analysis is based on the data from
Kawahara et al. (2018), which includes all the characters up to the 6th generation.

Flying type Normal type
sibilants 15 (3.8%) 13 (3.1%)
other consonants 377 407
total 392 420

which can explain the current results (e.g. those names without sibilants were associated with the normal type or they
are negatively associated with the flying type) (see Westbury et al. 2018 for extensive discussion on this methodologi-
cal issue). While we acknowledge that these alternative explanations are possible, we doubt that for the case at hand,
they are likely to be what underlies the current results, because there are no plausible sound symbolic principles, for
example, that would connect voiceless stops with the normal type Pokémon, which did not have outstanding character-
istics in our experiment. A study with a different experimental format—e.g. presenting one stimulus per trial—would
more directly address this potential concern, however. See Kawahara et al. (2020) for an experiment which found the
sound symbolic connection between sibilants and the flying Pokémon types using this format, although Kawahara et al.
(2020) tested English speakers, not Japanese speakers.
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Table 3: The numbers of names that contain sibilants and those that do not in the flying type
characters and normal type characters.

Flying type Normal type
with sibilants 13 (19.4%) 13 (18.0%)
without sibilants 54 59
total 67 72

These analyses show that the sound symbolic connection that we identified above emerged in
the experiment, without the distributional evidence in the existing Pokémon names. This result
reminds us of cases in which phonetically natural phonological patterns emerge in nonce word
experiments, without statistical evidence in the lexicon (e.g. Berent et al. 2007; Guilherme 2019;
Jarosz 2017; Wilson 2006). There are comparable cases from studies of sound symbolism as
well. For example, in the English Pokémon names, back vowels are not necessarily overrepre-
sented for post-evolution characters (Shih et al. 2019). Nevertheless, when presented with a pair
of nonce names, English speakers are more likely to associate names with [u] with post-evolution
characters than names with [i] (Kawahara & Moore to appear). In Korean mimetic expressions,
[A] and [o] are smaller than [u] and [2] in terms of their sound symbolic values (Garrigues 1995;
Kim 1977), which goes counter to an otherwise cross-linguistically common observation that high
vowels are generally judged to be smaller than non-high vowels (Sapir 1929 et seq.). However,
Shinohara & Kawahara (2016) found that given nonce words, Korean speakers judge nonce words
with high vowels to be smaller than those with low vowels, contrary to what we would expect from
the lexical patterns. In short, as with these cases, the current experiment adds a new instance of
sound symbolism that emerges in an experimental setting without overt evidence in the lexicon.

Another question that arises is whether showing the sound symbolic connection we identified
in the current experiment requires exposure to existing Pokémon names (some of which are quite
sound symbolic, as other Pokémonastic studies have shown), or whether the participants know the
sound symbolic connection between sibilants and the notion flying, independently of the exposure
to Pokémon. If the former, those who are not familiar with Pokémon should show low expected
response ratios, whereas those who are very familiar with Pokémon should show high expected
response ratios. To address this question, Figure 4 plots the correlation between familiarity with
Pokémon and expected response ratios for the [s]-condition and [sh]-condition separately, both in
the small dataset and the large dataset.
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Figure 4: Correlation between familiarity with Pokémon and expected response ratios. Left = the
small dataset; right = the large dataset. The solid lines are linear regression lines. The grey areas
represent the 95% confidence intervals.

Significance of the correlation between the two measures was assessed using a Spearman test (a
non-parametric correlation test, because the familiarity scale was ordinal). Neither correlation was
significant for the small dataset (the [s]-condition: ρ = 0.05 and the [sh]-condition: ρ = −0.18).
The large dataset also showed similar patterns. Due to the large N , the [sh]-condition showed a
significant correlation (the [s]-condition: ρ = −0.04, n.s. and the [sh]-condition: ρ = −0.08, p <

.05). However, the effect size (−0.08) is quite small. Overall, exposure to existing Pokémon
names does not seem to have affected the results, not positively at least. This result is in line with
the results of other Pokémonastics experiments in that familiarity with Pokémon plays very little,
if any, role for the judgment of sound symbolic patterns in new Pokémon names (e.g. Godoy et al.
2019; Kawahara & Kumagai 2019a,b; Kawahara & Moore to appear).

From the analyses above, we conclude that Japanese speakers associate names containing sibi-
lants with the flying type of Pokémon, and this association holds regardless of whether the partic-
ipants are familiar with Pokémon or not. As anticipated in the introduction, this sound symbolic
association is likely to have its roots in the fact that the production of sibilants involves a large
amount of oral airflow to create frication noise, compared to the other types of sounds (Mielke
2011)—we can “hear” the air blowing/moving in a sibilant sound, and if you are close enough to
the speaker, you can even feel the air moving (cf. Derrick & Gick 2013; Gick & Derrick 2009).8

This result provides a new piece of support for the idea that at least a subset of sound symbolic

8We assume that airflow and the notion of flying are closely related concepts.
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patterns are grounded in their phonetic properties (Kawahara 2020a).9

Furthermore, it may bear on an interesting question of how articulatory and/or acoustic features
of sounds are iconically mapped onto their sound symbolic meanings. Jespersen (1922) and Sapir
(1929), two pioneering studies of modern studies of sound symbolism, already entertained two
hypotheses regarding why [a] tends to be judged to be larger than [i]. One is the articulation-based
explanation—it is because the oral aperture is much wider for the production of [a] than for [i].
The other explanation is based on the acoustics—it is because the acoustic properties of [a] (more
specifically, f0 and F2 in modern acoustic parlance) are lower than those for [i]. Ohala (1994)
proposed a general theory of sound symbolism based on acoustic properties of sounds at issue,
now known as the Frequency Code Hypothesis; those sounds with low frequency energy tend to be
judged to be large, because that is what physics tells us. If the sound symbolic nature of sibilants
is grounded in the amount of oral airflow, as Socrates suggests, it implies that the sound symbolic
association identified in the current experiment has its roots in the articulation of sibilants.

We note, however, that it is not impossible to imagine that since sibilants have energy concen-
tration in high frequency region because of their very small resonance cavities (Johnson 2003),
this “highness” is iconically mapped onto the notion of sky, and by extension, to the notion of
flying. See Paraise et al. (2014) and references cited therein for the possible iconic connections be-
tween high frequency sounds and the notion of elevation, which may also be relevant for the sound
symbolic pattern that is identified in the current experiment. As both Jespersen (1922) and Sapir
(1929) anticipated, the phonetic grounding of sound symbolism may be based on both articulation
and acoustics.

Finally, we would like to point out one general virtue of using the Pokémon universe to explore
sound symbolic patterns. As mentioned in the method section, the link to our online experiment
was shared on a website for Pokémon fans, and it was made into an online blog article, advertising
that a linguistics professor was conducting an experiment on Pokémon. Consequently, we were
able to obtain data from more than 700 participants over a single night. This fact in and of itself
instantiates a research advantage, because it is rare to be able to obtain data from such a large
number of participants during such a short period of time. Another related point that we would
like to highlight is that a large number of people who are not in academia were interested in this
project, so much so that they participated in the experiment without any compensation. Many
participants reported in a free commentary section at the end of the experiment that they were
curious about what the experiment was about and/or that they would like to know the results.
Thus, this constitutes evidence that Pokémonastics—studies of sound symbolism using Pokémon

9There are sound symbolic patterns which do not have such apparent phonetic grounding—for example, the fact
that the English sn- sequence is often used to represent words related to “nose” or “mouth” (e.g. snarl, sneeze, snore,
snack, snicker, etc) (Bergen 2004) is unlikely to be grounded in how [s] and [n] are produced, or in their acoustic
properties.
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names—can be an effective means to popularize linguistic and psychology studies, which can also
potentially be applied to teaching (see Kawahara 2019, Kawahara 2020b and MacKenzie 2018 for
related discussion).

5 Conclusion

The current experiment has demonstrated that Japanese speakers are more likely to associate the
flying type Pokémon characters with names containing sibilants than those names that do not
contain sibilants, despite the fact that this connection between sibilants and the notion of flying
does not hold among the existing Pokémon names in Japanese. This sound symbolic association
seems to hold regardless of whether the participants are familiar with the Pokémon game or not.

At the most general level, the issue that we addressed relates to the question of what kinds of
semantic dimension can be represented via sound symbolism in natural languages. While the scope
of our study is admittedly limited because it tested only one semantic dimension, the current study,
building upon some previous observations (Hosokawa et al. 2018; Kawahara & Kumagai 2019b;
Uno et al. 2020), found that a notion that is as complex as Pokémon type can be symbolically
represented. The sound symbolic pattern that we identified is, as anticipated long ago by Socrates
and the Upanishads, the connection between sibilants and flying. It is likely that this connection is
grounded in the articulatory properties of sibilants, a large amount of oral airflow that accompanies
the production of these sounds to cause frication noise.

The current finding accords well with what Shih et al. (2019) conclude based on an extensive
cross-linguistic comparison of Pokémon names. They observe that while in the real world we ob-
serve various types of sound symbolic effects to signal gender differences (see Sidhu & Pexman
2019 for a recent review), we do not observe robust sound symbolic effects to signal gender dif-
ferences in the Pokémon world. Shih et al. (2019) argue that this difference arises because finding
a mate is crucial for survival and reproduction in the real world, but this is not so much the case
in the Pokémon world. This claim by Shih et al. is further supported by the fact that Pokémon
strength status is actively signaled by way of sound symbolism across languages, and this is so
because Pokémon characters routinely fight with each other. They conclude that sound symbolism
is actively deployed to signal those attributes that are important for their lives in the given world
(“survival of the fittest”) (see also Uno et al. 2020). Types play a crucial role in Pokémon battles
(e.g. flying types have advantages over grass types), and therefore, types do constitute an attribute
that can or should be signaled by sound symbolism. In short, for humans, masculine and feminine
sound symbolic names are important for pro-creation and survival; for Pokémon, sound symbolic
names to represent types are important for survival. Taken together with the previous studies, this
result thus invites new research questions; can other Pokémon types be symbolically represented,
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and if so, how and in what languages?

Appendix

The participants for the current experiment had to be 18 years old or older. One of the demographic
information questions asked their age using a scale with nine categories, largely divided by a five
year increment. The distributions of the age groups in the small and large datasets are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4: The distribution of age groups in the small dataset and the large dataset.

age group label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

age group 18-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-59 above 60

small dataset 9 25 2 11 1 3 3 6 3
large dataset 149 308 189 98 10 7 5 7 3

While examining the effects of gender and age on sound symbolic effects was not something
that was planned when we designed the experiment, since we obtained an unexpectedly high num-
ber of participants, we explored these effects using the large dataset, as a post-hoc data explo-
ration. Figure 5 illustrates the effects of gender difference on expected response ratios, which does
not show any substantial differences between the two genders. A simple regression analysis con-
firmed that the gender difference is not a significant factor in predicting expected response ratios
(β = −0.001, s.e. = 0.14, t = −0.067, n.s.).
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Figure 5: The effects of gender on expected response ratios in the large dataset.

Figure 6 shows the effects of age groups on the expected response ratios. While Groups 7
(45-49) and 9 (above 60) show higher expected response ratios compared to the other groups, there
do not seem to be systematic trends between age groups and expected response ratios. Table 4
shows that the numbers of the participants in these two age groups were not very high, and indeed,
a Spearman correlation test reveals no significant correlation between age groups and expected
response ratios (ρ = 0.04, n.s.).
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Figure 6: The effects of age groups on expected response ratios in the large dataset. See Table 4
for which age group label corresponds to which age range.

Since our experiment did not carefully control the number of participants in each age group, we
certainly do not intend to claim that age does not generally affect sensitivities to sound symbolism.
We simply note that in the current dataset, we did not find positive evidence for the effects of age
or gender on sound symbolism. With this said, this topic (the effects of gender and age on sound
symbollism) is one understudied area in the sound symbolism research (cf. Bankieris & Simner
2015; Klink 2009; Kraus 2015)—since Pokémonastics experiments have a distinct advantage of
being able to collect many data points, as the current experiment has shown, it can turn out to be a
useful tool in addressing this understudied topic in future exploration.
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